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Abstract: System based on the distributed scenario plays a major role for the implementation of the
applications related to the cloud. Distributed file system is a major phenomenon in the cloud
environment. It is an application oriented paradigm program which is based on the map reduces
oriented strategy. A proper imbalance in the system takes place due to the automatic generation of the
data in the form of files and their creation followed by the appending and deleting of peers in a
respective aspect. The master node has to rebalance in such conditions but as the system size increases
the master node unable handle load may fail. Also balancing among them is also difficult without any
global information about the system as the global knowledge is with the master node. So here we
conclude that this proper imbalance is the major problem related to the present system and it is solved
by first making use of mapping and reduce paradigm and later when imbalance occurs then the nodes
acquire knowledge about the other nodes by making use of gossip based aggregation protocol. The
peers instead of depending on the central node for balancing, tries to balance among themselves. Here
instead of nodes peers are used.
Keywords: Computation based cloud, Network sharing, Balancing load, File system based
distribution, rebalancing scenario respectively.
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1. Introduction

strategy there is an effective method for the
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compelling based strategy is termed as the
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phenomena includes programming of the map
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System
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This may be due to the advancement

This is rather a scalable phenomenon

in the internet based facility. Here we conclude

where they arbitrarily rely on the system

that the advancement in the field of internet

oriented aspects respectively. System based on

can be termed as the computations based on

the file distribution based strategy is main role

the cloud.

for the implementation of the applications
related to the computations based on the cloud
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oriented aspect. Where an automatic analysis

depending on the master node thus preventing

of the system takes place with respect to the

the master node from further failures.

nodes oriented strategy in a well efficient
2. Load Balancing Problem

manner.
Here operations takes place in a

The load balancing in a cloud

the

environment in the existing file systems like

effective outcome of the system is in the hands

google file system and hadoop file system is

of the proper functionality based criteria

mainly done by the master node or centralized

followed by the proper analysis of the system

node. The centralized node has to first divide

where there is a complete tracking and the

the file into file chunks and has to distribute

monitoring of the system in a very effective

the file chunks to the chunk servers using map

manner and also the replacement of the

reduce paradigm.

computation

reduced

fashion

where

nonfunctioning peers plays a major role for the
Here in cloud atmosphere as nodes

good functioning of the system.

are replaced, deleted and also added and also
Here the main strategy or the major

file chunks are also added, updated or deleted

functionality of the node based system is the

so balancing should be done in a cloud

efficient storage which is followed by the

whenever there is an imbalance.

proper functionality of the computation based
phenomena in a well respective aspect.

This balancing is done by the
centralized node. As the load increases in order

simultaneous

to balance lot new nodes are added and thus

processing of data take place where there is an

the scalability increases. The centralized node

accurate partitioning of the data followed by

cannot handle the increasing load and may fail

the proper allocation based scenario and the

thus increasing the delay in processing the

analogous process of the scenario [4] [5].

request and thus failing in handling the

Here

there

is

a

requests. In such situations to provide better
In google and hadoop systems the
balancing is done by the centralized system

solution a load rebalancing methodology is
used in the proposal.

though these systems are so far good with
respect to the performance oriented concepts

3. Methodology

they still face so many problems like choosing
master node and balancing the nodes which are
also very important.

In this paper a method is designed with a
well effective strategy where it is used for the
implementation of the system in a well

Here though balancing the load at the

efficient manner [6]. Here the present designed

beginning is done by master node later

method is described by the below block

balancing occurring due to deletion or addition

diagram in a well efficient manner.

nodes is done among the peers itself without
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Here the method is effective and efficient

The centralized system on the other hand

in terms of the performance based strategy and

split the uploaded file into pieces of file just

completely overcome the drawbacks of the

performs the mapping and reduce paradigm.

several previous existing techniques and

The mapping and reducing technique has two

control the performance degradation of the

tasks one is mapping and the other is reducing.

present system based aspect followed by the

The mapping task functionality is to distribute

accurate improve in the overall system in

the pieces of file among the nodes. Later if the

terms of the analysis [7] [8].Here in the present

client wants to download the uploaded file all

designed method there is an effective study of

the pieces of file are reduced using the

the problem related to the load unbalancing.

reduction task into a single file and is available
for download.
The nodes are at first balanced by the
centralized node. In clouds there are frequent
changes which may create certain sort of
imbalance among them. In this case instead of
the depending on central node to solve the
unbalancing situation the nodes it tries to solve
the

imbalance

by

using

a

rebalancing

technique.
The distributed phenomena play a major
role in the implementation analysis. It is
mainly applied for the purpose of the data
integration related to the large scale oriented
strategy of the cloud oriented strategy in a well
efficient manner [9]. Here the main and the
primary objective of the system is the proper
Fig 1: Block Diagram of the Methodology

allocation of the data based on the aspects of
the chunks oriented phenomena. Here we

In the above diagram explains the system

conclude that the present system is effective

we are developing in a detailed fashion. Here

and efficient in terms of the performance based

as we can observe the nodes in the system are

criteria followed by the accurate analysis with

client, centralized system and the nodes.

overall system perspective [10].

The functionality of the client is to first

4. Rebalancing Technique

selecting a file after which he can upload a file
and also he can download a file which is
previously uploaded by him.

Whenever an imbalance occurs due to
modification in the cloud the rebalancing
technique is used. In this instead of the central
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node handling the imbalance the nodes try to

overhead which is low in performance and

balance among themselves.

security criteria.

Here least loaded node tries to

The solution to this problem is to

balance the heavier or overloaded node.

replace the client server paradigm with peer –

Without proper information about the capacity

peer distributed paradigm. Here every node

of other nodes in the cloud the balancing is

can act as client or server. It can send request

difficult.

and wait for result and also process a request
and send solution.
This is due to the fact that how can

least node find a heavy node. In order to solve

Here a peer can perform rebalancing

the problem a gossip based technique is used

among

in which a node actually maintains information

knowledge by itself. It takes the functionality

about some randomly selected nodes. In this

of

case load information is collected. It then sorts

distributing the load they act as clients. Here a

the loads and then identifies its position among

solution is provided to the complicated

the nodes and accordingly identifies the node it

situation without reducing the performance.

a

other

server

peers

during

by

attaining

rebalancing.

global

When

has to balance.
Whenever a new node is added the
Whenever a node leaves the system it

remaining peers try to balance it by again

releases its load to its successive node and then

distributing among themselves using mapping

leaves the cloud. Similarly when a new node

and reduce paradigm.

gets added to the system then it is balanced
sharing the load of heavily loaded node.
But this existing process also creates
problems. When a new node is added the
preceding node load is transferred to the new
node. Here the problem is what happens if the
new node is overloaded. Later the preceded
node joins as successor to heavy node and tries
to balance it. This is a time taking process and
yet low in performance.

Fig 2: Rebalancing when New Node is
added

When a node is deleted its load is
transferred to successor. In such a situation the
successor may overload. Thus the data may be
lost or the system may fail. This system
instead of providing a solution it causes
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The
effectively

peer
without

performance

and

environment
affecting
improving

the
the

works
actual
system

performance effectively.
The expected result is a completely
balanced system with availability of files
uploaded and also downloading the files
uploaded by the user.
Fig 3: Rebalancing when a node is deleted

6. Conclusion

Whenever a new node fails before
getting removed from the cloud the node
distributed its load to the remaining peers and
then leaves the system.
5. Expected Result

In this paper a method is designed
with an effective strategy oriented framework.
In order to improve the performance of the
entire system accurate analysis is performed in
a well defined fashion. There is a huge
challenge for the present method where it is

The expected result should be an

implemented to balance the load and to

environment of cloud in which all the nodes

improve the design oriented consequences in a

are perfectly balanced without any imbalances

well effective fashion. Here an algorithm is

that is neither under loaded nor over loaded.

designed based on the balancing of the load
followed

The process of rebalancing takes

by

the

dynamic

implementation over the cloud.

large

scale

The cloud

place until the system is completely balanced.

based distributions have been presented in an

The rebalancing technique is proposed to

effective manner. Here the main task of the

balance them.

system is to control the imbalance of the nodes
by the balancing based phenomena and also

The file uploaded by the file should

reducing the cost which is a huge advantage.

be saved without any pieces of files getting

With the help of the above network oriented

deleted and the client should be able to

strategy there is a reduction in the complexity

download the whole file by combining all the

of the system followed by the property of the

pieces.

peer based architecture. Here a huge analysis
of the system takes place with respect to the
The system developed is therefore to

avoid the huge load on the master. Which is
achieved effectively and therefore reducing the
master node break down as the nodes in the

ideal condition followed by the work based
overload condition and find the differentiation
in order to accurately improve the performance
of the system.

system increases.
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